
Do you want to cut down on the time your staff spend 
filling in daily observation sheets, accident reports or 
tracker reports? And do you want them to spend more 
time helping the children in your care to progress?

iConnect Daily offers a simple solution to busy nursery staff who currently spend much of their 
day manually recording important information such as nappy changes, meals, sleep
times and accidents.
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Save time and money
on monitoring and 
communication with
iConnect

Innovative technology

Using the latest touchscreen technologies such as tablets and 
touchscreen PCs, iConnect Daily provides a gateway for nursery staff to 
view key room and child profile information on handy touchscreens in 
each room and for observations to be recorded with ease.

These touchscreens can also give busy nursery staff an overview
of upcoming events, child attendance, new starters, staff absence,
birthdays and much more. 

And better still; the information is displayed in a very user friendly
way to ensure that key information is available with ease and at
the touch of a button.

The Government has made a number of attempts to computerise the 
process of legislative monitoring to enable multiple agencies
to access key foundation stage observations.

With iConnect you can rest assured that your data is completely secure. 
For current parents and staff, there is a secure login area, accessed via 
the homepage. The secure login area, which is protected in the same 
way as online banking using SSL Certificate enabled encryption, allows 
parents and staff to have a two-way conversation and view photos of 
children taking part in activities.

The beauty of iConnect is that it can be used as a stand alone product or integrated 
into ConnectChildcare.



Key Features
Electronic registers and muster reports

Meals, sleep times & nappy changes

Accident recording

‘Day in the Life’ reports

Supports multiple frameworks including EYFS 2012
and characteristics of effective learning & pre-birth to 3

3 observation stages - quick, advanced, published

Comprehensive tracker reports can be filtered by 
cohort, gender, ethnicity, EAL, ages for better short 
term planning 

ParentZone App

Reduced printing costs
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We absolutely love iConnect 
and so do the parents we work 
with. Parents especially love the 
Day in the Life reports because 
they include lots of pictures. 
Our staff love producing them 
too because they are so easy to 
prepare! This is definitely one 
of our nursery’s unique selling 
points. 

Amy Greenall, Little Blossoms of Barrowford

“

“

Spend more time with the children
in your care 

Your staff will need to spend less time preparing children’s learning 
journeys which enables them to spend more time helping them 
to progress; you will also be able to easily prepare tracker reports 
in line with current government legislation. This will enable you to 
quickly spot a child’s learning gaps and take steps to help them 
develop.

In addition to foundation stage monitoring, daily observations 
can be stored on the in-room monitor ensuring accidents, meals, 
sleeps and nappy information are again stored centrally, and 
ready to print out in daily parent reports or better still, uploaded 
on the ParentZone app so that parents can access information 
about their child’s day whenever they want to in a Facebook style 
timeline.

How can iConnect help?

iConnect enables the assessment of foundation stage frameworks
and Characteristics of Effective Learning to take place using the
latest in tablet and touchscreen technologies.

All observations are captured in real-time and are stored centrally 
ready for analysis. Photographic, video and audio evidence can also 
be captured and linked to frameworks. Parents could therefore see a 
video of their child’s first steps or first word, meaning they don’t miss 
out on important milestones whilst working.


